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INTRODUCTION:
The primary objective of this Project Readiness Package (PRP) is to describe the proposed project by documenting
requirements (customer needs and expectations, specifications, deliverables, anticipated budget, skills and resources needed,
and people/ organizations affiliated with the project. This PRP will be utilized by faculty to evaluate project suitability in
terms of challenge, depth, scope, skills, budget, and student / faculty resources needed. It will also serve as an important
source of information for students during the planning phase to develop a project plan and schedule.
In this document, italicized text provides explanatory information regarding the desired content. If a particular item or aspect
of a section is not applicable for a given project, enter N/A (not applicable). For questions, contact Mark Smith at 475-7102,
mark.smith@rit.edu.

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION:


Project Name (tentative):



Project Number, if known:



Preferred Start/End Semester in Senior Design:
Fall/Winter
Spring/Fall



Faculty Champion: (technical mentor: supports proposal development, anticipated technical mentor during project

Concrete Composite Arborloo Base
P14416

execution; may also be Sponsor)

Name
Sarah Brownell

Dept.

Email
sabeie@rit.edu

Phone
585-330-6434

For assistance identifying a Champion: B. Debartolo (ME), G. Slack (EE), J. Kaemmerlen (ISE), A. Becker-Gomez (CE)



Other Support, if known: (faculty or others willing to provide expertise in areas outside the domain of the Faculty
Champion)

Name
Dr. Brian Thorn


Dept.
ISE

Email
bkteie@rit.edu

Phone
585-475-6166

Project “Guide” if known: (project mentor: guides team through Senior Design process and grades students; may
also be Faculty Champion)



Primary Customer, if known (name, phone, email): (actual or representative user of project output; articulates
needs/requirements)

Sarah Brownell, sabeie@rit.edu, 585-330-6434


Sponsor(s): (provider(s) of financial support)
Name/Organization
EPA P3 Award

Contact Info.
Contact through Dr. Thorn
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PROJECT OVERVIEW: 2-3 paragraphs that provide a general description of the project – background, motivation,
customers, problem you’re trying to solve, project objectives.
Almost half the world still lacks access to a safe sanitation system. Although simple and inexpensive
designs for latrines exist, they have not proliferated in rural Haiti where still only 10% of people have any
form of sanitation. Professors Brian Thorn and Sarah Brownell recently received funding from the
Environmental Protection Agency’s P3 Award to refine designs for the arborloo latrine with the goal of
reducing factors that block adoption by rural people in Haiti such as cost, transportation difficulties, and
lack of technical skills and tools for do-it-yourself projects.
This project team will focus on designing only the base of the arborloo—the platform that keeps a user
from falling in the latrine pit—by investigating better ways to utilize cement as a building material. (A
second MSD team will simultaneously investigate plastics.) The Concrete Composites Arborloo team
should work to optimize the shape/form of the base, the materials used to construct it (cement, additives,
aggregate, fibers, reinforcing materials, etc.), and the molding method. They should also explore the
possibility of making the base design modular for easy transport. The team is encouraged to move
forward with 3-4 significantly different designs in MSD I so that the designs can be evaluated by users in
Haiti over the semester break. At least 2 designs should be carried to completion as prototypes. Some
preliminary research has been conducted by a Sustainable Engineering graduate student working over the
summer of 2013 which will be provided to the team. The schedule for this team will be slightly advanced
as prototypes and testing must be completed in early March in time for documentation of the EPA P3
project. Prototypes will be displayed at the EPA Expo in Washington, DC in April. Time in March will
be used to prepare for the Expo and April can be used to complete project documentation for MSD. Some
members from each of the 3 design teams funded by the award will be invited to represent their team on
this trip, likely April 9-12.
DETAILED PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
The goal of this section is provide enough detail for faculty to assess whether the proposed project scope and required skills
are appropriate for 5th year engineering students working over two semesters. The sequence of the steps listed below may
depend on your project, and the process is usually iterative, so feel free to customize. Emphasis is on the “whats” (qualitative
and quantitative), not the “hows” (solutions), except for the section on “potential concepts,” which is necessary to assess the
appropriateness of required skills and project scope. Not all of the information in this section may be shared with students.
(Attach extra documentation as needed).

2.1.1 Problem Background (from EPA proposal)
Every 20 seconds a child dies from a preventable illness caused by unsafe drinking water, poor hygiene
and inadequate sanitation [1]. Although the United Nations Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) for
water access have been met ahead of schedule, the world is not on track to meet goals for access to
sanitation by 2015 [2]. Nearly half of the people living in developing regions still lack improved
sanitation [3]. Haiti is one of the few countries where sanitation coverage has declined between 1990
and 2010 from 26% to 17% [4]. It has a large rural population, with a relatively high population density,
subsisting on small plots of land scattered throughout its many mountains. Nearly ¾ of Haitians live on
less than $2/day [6] and only 10% of rural Haitians currently have any form of improved sanitation such
as a latrine [4]. Haiti embodies the difficult sanitation challenges faced by many countries--poverty, poor
infrastructure, and low levels of education—that keep the world from meeting its sanitation goals, and
finding a solution that works there could have worldwide impact.
Very inexpensive sanitation technologies are essential to helping those who live on less than $2/day
achieve coverage. United Nations surveys indicate that currently nearly half of all investments in water
and sanitation are made by households themselves rather than governments or aid agencies [7],
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suggesting that a significant portion of the cost of meeting the MDG for sanitation coverage will likely
fall on users.
Peter Morgan’s arborloo [5], a movable slab over a shallow pit, is one of the simplest and most
affordable sanitation technologies (Figure 1). Arborloos have been built for under $50 and have the
added advantage of being able to be constructed from common materials with local labor using simple
tools. Once the toilet is moved a fruit tree or a small garden can be planted in the pit, reclaiming the
nutrients from human wastes to generate food or income for the user. Arborloos cannot be used in all
environments, but are appropriate solutions for rural areas where water tables are low, water sources
are remote, and the infrastructure needed to support more technically sophisticated approaches is
lacking.
However, many people in need of sanitation in these areas are not familiar with the arborloo. The
improved sanitation systems that they do know, such as latrines and septic tanks, cost hundreds of
dollars to build and empty. Rural Haitian families have limited cash resources to cover food, school, and
medical expenses, and many needs go unmet, including sanitation.
An exercise conducted at an educational seminar on sanitation for community leaders in Borgne, Haiti
illustrates this point (Figure 2), with the most common “bathrooms” used consisting of the beach, the
weeds, and buckets which are emptied into ravines or on the coast.
In 2006, 20 traditional arborloos were constructed in Borgne, Haiti by co-PI Sarah Brownell working with
Sustainable Organic Integrated Livelihoods (SOIL)and Sosyete Oganize pou Lanati (SOL). Each arborloo
had a 3’x 3’ rebar reinforced concrete base, a ½ sheet of corrugated metal roof, and a shelter made of
wooden poles covered with sleeping mats woven from palm fronds (see Figure 3, left and middle) and
cost approximately $50 including materials, transportation and labor. Ten were built as public facilities
to be managed by a community organization on a beach regularly used as a “toilet” and 10 were built as
family arborloos at people’s homes.
Within a year, all the public arborloos had been abandoned or had succumbed to hurricane winds. The
community organization (unpaid volunteers) did not clean them adequately and failed to move them
when they became full. The location on the beach was also subject to high winds during hurricanes that
blew down the simple structures. However, the arborloos built at individual homes were maintained,
moved when full, and repaired after hurricanes. The success of the household arborloos suggests that
household arborloos are more likely to be valued, used, and maintained than public ones.
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Figure 1: The arborloo developed by Peter Morgan
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Figure 2: Results of secret voting to answer the question, “Where do you go to the bathroom?” Each
of 13 participants was given 10 beans to distribute among options which had been identified as most
common by the group. (One extra bean was counted.)
In addition, users seemed to prefer a corrugated metal version of the arborloo designed to be more
hurricane resistant to the standard wood and thatch version, because it was more modern looking
(Figure 3, right). The disadvantage of the metal arborloo is that it costs twice as much as the standard
version and requires a drill to assemble.
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Figure 3: Borgne arborloos, public beach (left and middle); “Modern” arborloo (right)
Focus groups held by Remi Kaupp for Oxfam GB in Cap Haitien also found that, at least in Haiti, people
install toilets “for the visitors’ use” or “for comfort and convenience” [8] more often than “health”,
suggesting that a toilet is viewed as a sign of status rather than a necessity. The experiences of iDE
Cambodia in using a human centered design process to design their Easy Latrine suggest this is a
common theme across borders [9].
One disadvantage of the current arborloo designs is that it takes 2 days to install them because of the
wait for the concrete to set. If the arborloo could be installed in a shorter time, an entrepreneur could
install multiple in one day after recruiting households to participate in a given area. A design that
leverages the benefits of both manufacturing techniques and local materials is preferred such that the
arborloo is transformed into a modern-looking, desirable product. A leading question for the team
might be “How can we make a latrine that Haitians WANT to purchase and install at their home?” A
suggested approach is: design at first without considering costs to determine best solution to this
problem. Then work to find low tech substitutions such as local materials or different forming
techniques that provide similar characteristics.


Customer Needs and Objectives: Comprehensive list of what the customer/user wants or needs to be able to do in
the “voice of the customer,” not in terms of how it might be done; desired attributes of the solution.

Development of the design specifications will be the responsibility of the MSD teams as part of
learning the “design process” based on the following customer needs/product opportunity gaps:











The system is a product, not a DIY project.
The system costs less than $50-$100 to users (at production level quantities).
The system supports the user over an arborloo hole 18-20” in diameter, 3-4 feet deep
The system is safe to use for users (falling, tripping, slipping, moving to new hole).
The system is lightweight and moveable (by donkey or person walking for up to 6 hours)
They system can be installed in less than 4 hours.
The system can be installed with simple hand tools.
The system keeps pests out of the pit.
The system resists weather and pest damage.
The system looks “modern” in a Haitian context.
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The system confers social status to the owner.
The system is welcoming and comfortable.
The system can be financed in parts.
The system minimizes environmental impact throughout the lifecycle.

Functional Decomposition: Functions and sub-functions (verb-noun pairs) that are associated with a system/solution
that will satisfy customer needs and objectives. Focus on “what” has to be achieved and not on “how”it is to be achieved
– decompose the system only as far as the (sub) functions are solution independent. This can be a simple function list or a
diagram (functional diagram, FAST (why-how) diagram, function tree). Functional decomposition should not be shared
with students.

Provide sanitation to rural Haiti using the arborloo model:


Potential Concepts: Generate a short list of potential concepts (solutions) to realize the system and associated
functions. This may involve benchmarking or reverse engineering of existing solutions. For each concept and its
associated function(s), generate a list of key tasks or skills needed to design and realize the function(s), and identify which
disciplines (ME, EE, CE, ISE, …) are likely to be involved in the design and realization of the function(s). See the
“PRP_Checklist” document for a list of student skills by department. Potential concepts, skills, and tasks should not be
shared with students.



Specifications (or Engineering/Functional Requirements): Translates “voice of the customer” into “voice of
the engineer.” Specifications describe what the system should (shall) do in language that has engineering formality.
Specifications are quantitative and measureable because they must be testable/ verifiable, so they consist of a metric
(dimension with units) and a value. We recommend utilizing the aforementioned functional decomposition to identify
specifications at the function/ sub-function levels. Target values are adequate at this point – final values will likely be set
after students develop concepts and make tradeoffs on the basis of chosen concepts. Consider the following types of
specifications:geometry (dimensions, space), kinematics (type & direction of motion), forces, material, signals, safety,
ergonomics (comfort, human interface issues), quality, production (waste, factory limitations), assembly,
transport/packaging, operations (environmental/noise), maintenance, regulatory (UL, IEEE, FDA, FCC, RIT).
Specifications may or may not be shared with students.

Customer
Need

Spec
number

Specification

Direction

Units

Marg.

Ideal

minimize

$

100

25

S1

Cost in lots of 1000

S2

Force supported by
floor over hole in
the ground

maximize

N

>1200

>2000

S3

Maximum hole size
(in ground) safely
covered by base

maximize

m

0.3

0.5

S4

Maximum
assembled squat
hole diameter

m
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<=0.21

<=0.21

Notes

95th Percentile of Male Weight: 116 kg
at Peak Weight is 1137N
[http://www.halls.md/chart/menweight-w.htm] Is jumping a concern?

To prevent children from falling in
(hole doesn't have to be round,
could be keyhole shape) For safety
guidelines, see
http://playgroundsafety.org/standa
rds/cpsc
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ASTM C-1028-96 (Standard Test Method
for Determining the Static Coefficient of
Friction of Ceramic Tile and Other Like
Surfaces by the Horizontal
Dynamometer Pull-Meter Method)
May not be able to actually test, but
consider:
http://www.stonesource.com/stonesource/techinfo/slip-resistance-whatspecifiers-should-know

S5

Static coefficient of
friction to prevent
slipping

target

S6

Tripping hazards
inside shelter

minimize

>0.5
only
behind
sit/
squat
plate
none in
access
path

0

hrs

<4

<1

binar
y

yes

yes

N

4320

2160

2 or 4 person lift at 110 kg ea.,
may be able to be dragged…

yes

yes

yes

helps the user easily move the
arborloo

kg

40

20

For transportation

cleans
with
soap,
water,
and
abrasive
sponge

cleans
with
water
and
cloth

Or check ASTM C756 87(2011)e1 Standard Test
Method for Cleanability of
Surface Finishes
or use other fly inhibition
(wind/light) method

S7

Tripping hazards
outside shelter

minimize

S8

Time to assemble on
site

minimize

S10

Assembles/
disassembles with
hand tools
Weight of largest
assembled piece to
move during
relocation

S11

provides hand holds
to facilitate moving

S12

Maximum mass of
each individual
component before
assembly on site

S9

S14

Ease of cleaning
(need to get
standard?)
Inhibit fly entry-largest open hole to
pit

S15

Life

S13

S16

Life cycle costs/year
of service

yes

minimize

minimize

maximize

>0.6

0

minimize

mesh

10

18

Maximize

Yrs
Emb
odie
d
ener
gy or
CO2

>3

>5

<stand
ard
latrine

<Peter
Morga
n’s
aborlo
o

minimize
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Constraints: External factors that, in some way, limit the selection of solution alternatives. They are usually imposed on
the design and are not directly related to the functional objectives of the system but apply across the system (eg. cost and
schedule constraints). Constraints are often included in the specifications list but they often violate the abstractness
property by specifying “how”.

Must be made using cement (FYI, local cement in Haiti is not as strong as in the US)
Lightweight for transport to site (by donkey or human walking)
Lightweight to move between pits (assembled)
Inexpensive to purchase, maintain, repair
Allows financing in parts
Resist environmental damage (weather, pests, use)
Aesthetically pleasing
Reduces lifecycle environmental costs


Project Deliverables: Expected output, what will be “delivered” – be as specific and thorough as possible.
 Two complete (and significantly different) prototypes
 Two molds
 Design drawings (for bases and molds) and assembly manuals
 Bill of Materials
 Test Plan
 Clearly documented Test Results
 Technical Paper
 Poster



Budget Estimate: Major cost items anticipated.
Prototyping materials:
$ 500
Molds:
$1000
TOTAL:
$1500



Intellectual Property (IP) considerations: Describe any IP concerns or limitations associated with the project. Is
there patent potential? Will confidentiality of any data or information be required?

Open Source Design


Other Information: Describe potential benefits and liabilities, known project risks, etc.



Continuation Project Information, if appropriate: Include prior project(s) information, and how prior project(s)
relate to the proposed project.

A previous arborloo project was completed by an MSD team in 2013. This team was less constrained
and worked on designs for the entire arborloo (base and structure). Their work led to the EPA
proposal to investigate more specific design options. See P13414 on edge for details.
http://edge.rit.edu/edge/P13414/public/Home

STUDENT STAFFING:


Skills Checklist: Complete the “PRP_Checklist” document and include with your submission.
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Anticipated Staffing Levels by Discipline:
Discipline

How
Many?

Anticipated Skills Needed (concise descriptions)

EE
ME

2

Structural analysis, materials, composites, DFM

2

Experimentation, Safety, Manufacturing, Ergonomics, LCA, Cost worth
analysis
Civil Engineering Tech Student(s) with concrete skills (1st semester), ID
student independent study to work with both teams??

CE
ISE
Other

1-3

OTHER RESOURCES ANTICIPATED:
Describe resources needed to support successful development, implementation, and utilization of the project. This could
include specific faculty expertise, laboratory space and equipment, outside services, customer facilities, etc. Indicate if
resources are available, to your knowledge.
Category
Faculty

Description
Civil Engineering Tech professor working in cement
Carl Lundgren?

Environment

Materials lab (ME)
Possible use of CEtech cement labs?

Equipment

Compression and bending testing equipment

Materials

Possible purchase of natural fiber materials this summer (sisal, coconut coir)

Other
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